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Abstract 

 

This essay discusses ERP implementation in BPR project, with an emphasis on its 

fit to business vision and reengineering objectives, and the impacts of ERP on 

organizational form and cultures. This essay argues that the tension between uniformity, in 

which ERP system is built, and the diversity of business processes and organizational 

cultures is one of the possible reasons of ERP project failures. ERP is suitable only for 

companies that follow its logic. These companies gain benefits from ERP system since they 

are able to reconcile such a tension. Moreover, ERP is capable to transform organization 

in a sense that it pushes the implementing companies to streamline their organizational 

structures and create new cultures which less hierarchical and flexible. To some extent, it 

facilitates the companies to empower their people. However, due to ERP capability to 

standardize business processes, some companies uses ERP system to exert more control 

and create less autonomous culture. This particular practice would end up with 

disempowerment amongst their employees, and it contradicts one of process reengineering 

objectives, which is to improve quality of work life.  

 

 

Keywords: ERP implementation, business vision, process reengineering objectives, 

organizational development. 
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Introduction 

Enterprise resource planning (ERP) and business process reengineering (BPR) 

could be seen as two management innovations that provide similar objectives since 

both facilitate business performance improvement. Some companies choose to 

implement ERP system, such as SAP R/3, as a solution for business reengineering 

(Cissna, 1998; Soliman and Yousef, 1998). However, not all companies gain their 

intended objectives after implementing ERP systems (Davenport, 1998) and this 

phenomenon becomes a major debate in the field of business and management. Many 

issues emerge when a company embarks on an ERP project. One of the issues is about 

how to measure its success because of various perspectives used to describe a success 

(Markus et al., 2000). Other issues are related to technical aspects of ERP project 

itself, especially at the implementation stage. There are also cultural and political as 

well as financial issues in such a project (Hayes et al. 2001).  

This essay, however, is not going to discuss one of those issues in particular, 

rather it aims to critically examine ERP implementation, especially which relates to 

its fit to business vision and reengineering objectives and its impacts on the 

organizational form and culture. The central argument of this essay is that ERP 

system is only applicable for companies that totally follow its logic. Not all process 

reengineering and organizational development will fit the system because of business 

processes diversities. In addition, due to the power of ERP to streamline 

organizations, some companies use it to exert managerial control to their employees, 

and, unfortunately, this becomes a new form of Taylorism.  

In the next section, the emergence of BPR and the application of ERP will be 

elaborated briefly to set a context in which ERP emerges and adopted in organizations 

as an option of business reengineering. Then some critical views on ERP 

implementation will be discussed in relationship to business reengineering and 

organizational development. The final section will draw a conclusion from the 

discussion and some important points concerning the political dimension of ERP 

project. 
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BPR and ERP  

To begin with, BPR is ‘the fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business 

processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of 

performance, such as cost, quality, service and speed’ (Hammer and Champy, 1993, p. 32). 

Improving their performance dramatically, the authors suggest, companies should look for 

alternative ways of doing things to secure outcome of the process rather than improving its 

efficiency. Several isolated tasks should now be integrated into some main business 

processes and completed by teams consisting of individuals across departments in the 

organization. Once processes reengineered, workers will have opportunities to make 

decisions because they are now responsible for the outcome of those processes and pay 

more attention to customers.  

In essence, BPR should be carried out in connection with specific business strategic 

vision. Xerox, for instance, develop its process redesign by taking the perspective of the 

customer and developing systems. Westinghouse, another example, redesigns its business 

process to improve product quality (See Davenport and Short, 1999). The authors say that 

each vision implies specific objectives for process redesign. In their research, they found 

that the objectives are classified into cost reduction, time reduction, output quality, and 

quality work of life.  

BPR is considered as a powerful concept to improve organization’s performance 

since it uses the power of information technology (IT). Hammer and Champy (1993) 

suggest that IT is an ‘essential enabler’ of the reengineering. The authors admit that ‘a 

company that cannot change the way it thinks about information technology cannot 

reengineer’ (Hammer and Champy, 1993, p.82). IT should not be seen as merely a medium 

for automation, but it can also be used to challenge long held business assumptions. They 

cite that IBM Credit was very successful in its reengineering project because it redesigned 

business processes and used sophisticated software to deal with the credit process in its 

business reengineering project. 

In addition, Davenport and Short (1990, p.12) suggest that IT and BPR have a 

‘recursive relationship’ because ‘each is the key for thinking about the other. Thinking 

about information technology should be in terms of how it supports new or redesigned 

business process, rather than business function or other organizational entities’. 
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With respect to the role of IT in process reengineering, ERP, as an integrated 

software application for organization purposes, seems to offers a possibility for companies 

to achieve reengineering objectives. ERP attempts to integrate all departments and 

functions across a company into a single system. This system is designed to solve the 

fragmentation of information and serve different needs in large business organization (Koch 

et al., 1999).  

One of the ERP systems that widely used in the world is SAP R/3. This application 

comprises of most common functions in a major corporation including manufacturing, 

finance, sales and distribution, and human resources. SAP is an on-line system and it uses 

one database for all data to avoid duplication. There is a clear definition of every data item 

because it is supported by a data dictionary. SAP functionality lies on customization ability 

to customer’s requirements. It is open systems and designed for client-server architecture 

(See Bancroft et al., 1999). 

Companies interesting to implement ERP systems, including SAP, usually believe 

the promises delivered by the software. Koch et al. (1999) classify three major reasons of 

undertaking ERP systems: to integrate financial data, to standardize manufacturing process, 

and to standardize human resource information. It is possible to achieve those objectives 

since ERP offers single version of data. ERP will enable the implementing company to 

work more efficient, faster, and more productive. 

 

Some Critical Views on ERP Implementation  

 Considering the capabilities and characteristic of ERP system, it seems that its 

implementation in an organization is a not merely an adoption of information systems and 

technology. It is a big and complex project due to its impacts on the implementing 

companies. ERP incorporates processes and principles in business practices and when once 

implemented it will change organization radically. Davenport (1998, p.122) suggests that 

not all organizations gain the intended objectives after implementing ERP or enterprise 

system because they ‘fail to reconcile the technology imperatives of the enterprise system 

with the business needs of the enterprise itself’. 

Companies deciding to use ERP as an option for their business reengineering 

should realize that there will be tensions between the reengineering objectives and ERP 

capabilities. Davenport (1998, p.123) indicates that, in essence, the logic of enterprise 
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system and business are different and sometimes in conflict. If a company installing an 

enterprise system does not consider the business implication, it may waste money and, to 

some extent, the system installed ‘will weaken important sources of company’s competitive 

advantage’.   

In relationship to that decision, two important questions that companies should 

answer before choosing an ERP system in their reengineering project should be posed. The 

first question is: Why do they choose ERP in BPR project? That question will lead 

companies to seek the most compelling reasons for adopting ERP. The next question is: 

How will they implement the ERP? The answer for the second question relates to technical 

aspects at the implementation stage, such as the system adaptation in order to meet process 

reengineering requirements. Those questions would be useful in the planning stage, 

especially when companies follow the five steps in process redesign developed by 

Davenport and Short (1999): develop business vision and process objective, identify 

process to be engineered, understand and measure existing processes, identify IT levers, and 

design and build a prototype of the process.  

In doing so, companies should firstly consider if ERP could accommodate the 

intended vision and objectives. They should closely examine if ERP, as a technological 

option for realizing BPR, would not be in conflict with reengineering objectives. They 

should conduct rigorous studies about ERP-BPR fit and deliberately follow those steps in 

order to find the real reasons for adopting ERP system. In addition, decision about the 

specification of technology deployed should be based on multidimensional view of 

information systems (IS). The better IS fit these variables, the better IS performance. These 

variables among others are strategy, structure, size, environment, tasks, and individual 

characteristic. IT deployment should, therefore, consider a multivariate fit between business 

strategy, IT strategy, organizational infrastructure and processes, and IT infrastructure and 

processes (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993; Weil and Olson, 1989). Companies should 

rethink if they find that ERP could not fit the reengineering objectives, otherwise their 

reengineering project might suffer in the future because of conflicts between the system and 

company’s objectives. 

Despite those considerations, Hammer (cited by Menezes, 1999) seems to 

pragmatically suggest that companies will succeed in implementing SAP R/3 for business 

reengineering if they really move from departmental-centred to a process-centred. Most of 

the companies implementing SAP, Hammer adds, failed because they, partially, had 
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misconception as to what SAP implementation is all about and do not really move to 

process-centred. Also, they failed because of ‘irrelevant’ reasons of adopting SAP, such as 

Year 2000 concerns, reducing software acquisition and maintenance costs, improving 

system reliability, moving from mainframe to client-server architecture, redeploying IT 

resources, and having access to software enhancements.  

At the implementation stage, which relates to the second question stated above, 

companies should also carefully determine how ERP will be adapted to business processes. 

In this regard, there are two approaches to implementation of packaged software: package 

adaptation to organizational needs and organizational adaptation to the package (Davis and 

Olson, cited by Hong and Kim, 2002). Company might choose one of these approaches to 

implement SAP. However, each has implications and consequences and some of them 

might be positives or negatives. 

Using the first approach, by adapting the software to the business processes 

requirement, companies may gain true benefits for the reengineering project. Although the 

software’s vendor would suggest that the adopting companies should not change the 

software due to negative impacts on its performance and difficulty in upgrading it on the 

future, there is a way to avoid such problems. Compaq Computer is one of the companies 

that might use this approach. Since it needs to maintain strategic position to its competitors, 

the company decides to modify its enterprise systems by writing additional modules with 

the computer language used by the system’s vendor and it works (See Davenport, 1998).  

By contrast, if a company uses the latter approach, it might be difficult to find an 

ERP system suitable for its specific needs. When reengineering its business, the company 

might come up with some particular processes and these reengineered processes are 

important to maintain company’s core capabilities. If the company does not want to lose 

them then it must not force to implement an ERP package. The reason is that ERP system 

provides modules which are based on some general business practices.  

Software vendors, for instance SAP AG, might claim that what they build in their 

software is ‘best practice’. For this reason, they might suggest that it is better to follow the 

practice facilitating by the software. Yet, this practice sometimes ignores business processes 

requirements because of uniformity concept embodied in an ERP system. As a 

consequence, some companies might find that the system is counterproductive. Following 

the logic given by the system is somewhat harmful, for instance, for company’s strategic 
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position. The argument lies on the fact that, to some extent, there will be no more 

competitive advantage, if many companies, especially those in the same industry, adopt 

similar business model offered by ERP. Apple Computer, for example, finds that ERP 

dissolves its competitive advantage when implementing the system. Having distinctive 

capabilities in computer industry, i.e. unique operating system and a strong brand, the 

company found that ERP is not suitable because the system would drive its business to have 

similar strategy with its competitors (See Davenport, 1998).  

Correspondingly, diversity is precisely the case of every business reengineering 

effort. Hammer and Stanton (1999) suggest that when companies embark on BPR projects, 

there would be strategic issues such as process standardization versus process diversity. 

There is, however, no single answer for this. Some companies, such as IBM, Duke Power, 

and Progressive Insurance have chosen standardization. In contrast, American company 

considers that process diversity is suitable for its organization (See Hammer and Stanton, 

1999). They suggest that the reason for the option between standardization and diversity is 

closely related to companies’ strategy. Companies would standardize their process for 

whole organizations if there will not conflict their strategies.  

Regarding to the impacts of ERP system to organizational change, Davenport 

(1998, p. 127) says that ‘…[B]y providing universal, real-time access to operating and 

financial data, the systems allow companies to streamline their management structures, 

creating flatter, more flexible, and more democratic organizations.’ These changes follow 

the logic of ERP as a system that developed for particular objectives, such as efficiency, 

cost reduction, and productivity. Recognizing these kinds of changes is very important, 

especially when companies are deciding to develop their organizations using ERP system. 

Due to the particularity of changes offered by ERP system, it would help companies not to 

blindly adopt ERP system in their organizational development project. In that case, 

companies, especially those operating internationally, should also consider the notion of 

uniformity of ERP system because they are working in different cultures. It seems to not 

feasible if companies implement ERP in order to impose more uniform organizational 

cultures. Hewlett-Packard, Monsanto, and Nestlé are companies that have awareness about 

this. Although adopting ERP, they configure this system to fit their cultures, not the 

contrary. They do not want to scarify their practices, which is based on the notion of 

diversity, for uniformity (See Davenport, 1998). 
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Despite that organizational transformation, an important issue concerning with 

technology-human relationship emerges due to its capabilities to incorporate all business 

processes in organizations. Integrating parallel activities, ERP system obliterates some 

functions which are not efficient and redundant ones. ERP also seeks to automate and 

control some activities by replacing human intervention to improve process speed. 

Davenport (1998, p. 127) suggests that ‘…[Enterprise systems] also involve the 

centralization of control over information and the standardization of processes, which are 

qualities more consistent with hierarchical, command-and-control organizations with 

uniform cultures.’ Davenport (1998) exemplifies that some high-tech companies are using 

enterprise system, intentionally, to exert more discipline to their employees. The 

companies’ executives use this software to impose more-uniform processes and make the 

organizational culture less autonomous. For that reason, ERP is used as managerial tools for 

controlling the organization, especially employees as major source of uncertainty in 

business processes. 

In connection with BPR, such an intention in ERP implementation clearly 

contradicts with business vision and process objectives proposed by Davenport and Short 

(1990). They suggest that besides focusing on cost reduction, time reduction and output 

quality companies should also allow empowerment or improve quality of work life 

embarking on business reengineering. This particular vision should not be ignored if 

companies do not want to fail in BPR project. This vision implies that employees must be 

taken into account since they are the actors on the business process. As a matter of fact, 

Hammer (1996) provides some examples as evidence that the successful companies in 

reengineering would end up with employees’ satisfaction. In those examples, the impacts 

of BPR on employees seem to support Davenport and Short’s proposition, especially that 

relates to employees’ empowerment. An Aetna Life & Casualty Company’ employee says: 

The best thing that has happened is that now the workers feel involved and 

appreciated…[Our managers] have given us more and more training and they are 

really listening to us…[W]e can voice our opinions, and if something is going on 

in the team that you think you can make it better, you are allowed to voice it out 

and discuss it. 

(Cited in Hammer, 1996, p.29) 
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Conclusion 

In brief, the ERP-BPR relationship is unique in the way that both are intended to 

facilitate organizations to improve performance radically. However, there is a tension 

between them that seems unsolvable, i.e. standardization versus uniformity. This essay argues 

that this particular tension and companies’ inability to follow the logic of the system might be 

a plausible explanation of ERP project failures.  

Nevertheless, with regard to the high failure rate of ERP projects, this essay suggests 

that finding other causes of those failures is urgent because many companies seem to insist to 

implement ERP system for business reengineering or some other purposes. This essay 

indicates that other causes beyond the tension discussed also have contribution to such 

failures, and these causes seem to relate to the political dimension of ERP and BPR projects. 

The projects are political in a sense that people involved in such projects would usually gain 

more power and influence in their companies. These people would reasonably find the best 

sources to succeed the projects. In doing so, they might implement SAP R/3, for instance, the 

most popular ERP system, and try to find the best consultant for business reengineering. This 

effort would then result in benefits not only for those people in the projects, but also for the 

implementing companies, ERP vendors, and business reengineering consultants.  

Moreover, in a broader context, ERP and BPR projects could also be political due to 

some interests involved in the projects. A conference in Toronto in 1999, reported in 

Computing Dealer News, might be a good example for this since it brought Hammer to speak 

about ERP implementation in BPR project. In that event, Hammer, the proponent of BPR, 

was suggesting the best way to implement SAP R/3 in order to achieve the reengineering 

objectives (See Menezes, 1999). For that reason, such an event was somewhat political 

because it might represent some entities which have different interests, i.e. companies, ERP 

vendors, and BPR consultants. To some extent, that meeting could inevitably be a pressure 

for other companies to do business reengineering by adopting and implementing ERP system, 

such as SAP R/3.  

Finally, it should bear in mind that, in that sense, the interrelationship of IT industry-

consultant-company might become a vicious triangle. It could lead BPR to become a 

management fad, especially since companies could not find more compelling reason for 

implementing ERP system in BPR project than ‘me-too’ reason, as consequence of such a 

pressure.  
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